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Abstract
Spatial mixture model (SMM) supported acoustic beamform-
ing has been extensively used for the separation of simultane-
ously active speakers. However, it has hardly been considered
for the separation of meeting data, that are characterized by long
recordings and only partially overlapping speech. In this con-
tribution, we show that the fact that often only a single speaker
is active can be utilized for a clever initialization of an SMM
that employs time-varying class priors. In experiments on Lib-
riCSS we show that the proposed initialization scheme achieves
a significantly lower Word Error Rate (WER) on a downstream
speech recognition task than a random initialization of the class
probabilities by drawing from a Dirichlet distribution. With the
only requirement that the number of speakers has to be known,
we obtain a WER of 5.9 %, which is comparable to the best
reported WER on this data set. Furthermore, the estimated
speaker activity from the mixture model serves as a diarization
based on spatial information.
Index Terms: spatial mixture model, meeting separation,
beamforming, LibriCSS

1. Introduction
Acoustic beamforming guided by Spatial Mixture Models
(SMMs) has been widely used for blind speech separation given
a multi-channel input [1–6]. Building on the sparsity and
w-disjoint orthogonality of speech in the Short-Time Fourier
Transform (STFT) domain, the vector of channels of a micro-
phone array, which contain the speech of multiple simultane-
ously active speakers, can be modeled by an SMM. Its param-
eters are estimated with the Expectation Maximization (EM)
algorithm, of which both batch and frame-online variants ex-
ist. The resulting class posterior probabilities are used to esti-
mate spatial covariance matrices, for each speaker in the mix-
ture. From those, the coefficients of statistically optimal acous-
tic beamformers, such as the weighted Minimum Power Distor-
tionless Response (wMPDR) beamformer [7], can be computed,
that extract the signals of the individual speakers in the mixture.

Despite being very effective, SMMs have hardly been used
on meeting data, with [4, 5] being notable exceptions. With
meeting data we here denote comparatively long (1 minute)
recordings of conversations among a fixed number of partici-
pants, which contain segments of no speech activity, of a sin-
gle speaker talking or multiple speakers being active concur-
rently. Meeting separation is concerned with mapping such
speech data to output streams in a way such that there is no over-
lapping speech on those streams. The prevalent approach to this
so-called Continuous Speech Separation (CSS) are neural net-
works [8–12]. However, an SMM has the crucial advantage that
its parameters are estimated in an unsupervised fashion, while
the supervised neural network training needs both the separate
utterances of the individual speakers as targets and their artifi-
cial superposition as input to the network. For example, in the

CHiME-5 and CHiME-6 challenges [13, 14], SMMs were the
prevailing approach to source separation, because ground truth
single-speaker utterances were not available for training.

However, parameter estimation in an SMMs is notoriously
sensitive to initialization. This is particularly crucial because
multiple SMMs have to be learnt, namely one for each fre-
quency bin. Depending on the initialization, the EM algorithm
may settle on an unfavorable local optimum of the likelihood
function where the performance of the resulting beamformer is
unsatisfactory.

Initialization of SMMs can be achieved by either giving ini-
tial values to its parameters or to its latent variables, i.e. the pos-
terior class affiliation probabilities. If prior information about
the spatial or temporal properties of the recording is available,
it can be used to initialize the parameters of the mixture model,
as was done, e.g. in [4] for spatial and [6] for temporal initial-
ization. When initializing the class posteriors instead, the most
uninformative initialization of the class posterior probabilities
is to draw their initial values at random from a Dirichlet distri-
bution. But often, some prior knowledge is available to improve
over this. For example, it is often valid to assume that there are
noise-only periods at the beginning and end of a recording [15].
The initial values of the posterior of the noise class can then be
set accordingly.

But in case of meeting data, where often only a single
speaker is active, one can do better: We suggest splitting the
meeting data into short segments. Assuming that each segment
only contains a single speaker, a single-component probability
density function (PDF) per frequency is fit to the data of each
segment. The resulting models are clustered to K + 1 clusters,
one cluster for each of the K speakers and one for the noise.
From each of those clusters a frequency-independent class pos-
terior is computed, which serves as initialization of the SMM.

We conducted experiments on the LibriCSS database [8],
which consists of partially overlapping utterances of the Lib-
riSpeech corpus [16] that have been played back in a meeting
room and recorded with a 7-element microphone array. Us-
ing the above sketched initialization scheme we were able to
achieve a Word Error Rate (WER) of 5.9 % with a downstream
recognizer, which is superior to the 13.3 % obtained by random
initialization and which comes close to the 5.1 % WER obtained
by an oracle initialization.

2. Signal model
Let yt,f ∈ CM denote the vector of the M microphone signals
in the STFT domain, where the indices t and f are the time-
frame and frequency-bin index, respectively. The observation y
contains the sum of K speaker signals st,f,k, multiplied by their
acoustic transfer function hf,k, and noise nt,f . Those signals
are assumed to have the same length as y, i.e. the speaker sig-
nal contains zeros if a speaker is inactive. While, in theory, all
speakers could be active simultaneously and for the complete
duration of the meeting, databases of real conversations [17,13]
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Figure 1: System overview, with images from one LibriCSS ex-
ample. The x-axis represents time (sample n or frame t) and
the y-axis the values and speaker index. For visualization the
permutation of the initialization was removed.

show only partial activity of each speaker. This partial activ-
ity can be modelled by an additional speaker-dependent activity
at,k ∈ {0, 1} without loss of generality, resulting in the model

yt,f =
K∑

k=1

at,khf,kst,f,k + nt,f (1)

for the observation signal.

3. Spatial Mixture Model
To model the multichannel observation, we use an SMM, in par-
ticular the complex Angular Central Gaussian Mixture Model
(cACGMM) [2]:

p (zt,f ) =

K+1∑

k=1

πt,kA (zt,f ;Bf,k) with zt,f =
yt,f

∥yt,f∥
(2)

where πt,k is a time-varying a priori probability as proposed
in [3]. Using time dependent priors, instead of frequency de-
pendent ones, better fits a meeting scenario because they can
reflect the activity of the speakers over time. The number of
classes K+1 is set to the number of speakers K plus one for the
noise. A(·) is the complex Angular Central Gaussian (cACG)
distribution

A(zt,f ;Bf,k) =
(M − 1)!

2πM det(Bf,k)

(
zHt,fB

−1
f,kzt,f

)−M

(3)

and Bf,k is a hermitian parameter matrix of this distribution.
(·)H and (·)−1 denote the conjugate transpose operation and
matrix inversion, respectively.

The parameters of the SMM are trained with the EM algo-
rithm, which consists of alternating E- and M-steps. For the
cACGMM the update equations are [2, 3]:
E-step:

γt,f,k =
πt,k det(Bf,k)

−1(zHt,fB
−1
f,kzt,f )

−M

∑K+1
κ=1 πt,κ det(Bf,κ)

−1(zHt,fB
−1
f,κzt,f )

−M
(4)

M-step:

πt,k =
1

F

F∑

f=1

γt,f,k (5)

Bf,k =
M∑T

t=1 γt,f,k

T∑

t=1

γt,f,k
zHt,fzt,f

zHt,fB
−1
f,kzt,f

, (6)

where γt,f,k is the a posterior probability that the class k is
active at a time-frequency bin t, f . While the time-varying a
priori probability [3] was introduced to prevent the permutation
problem between frequencies, it was observed [15] that a per-
mutation solver after each EM step is nevertheless beneficial.
Here, we use a similarity-based permutation solver. It is based
on the work by Tran Vu [1] and is similar to [18].

From now on, we will use the terms prior and posterior as
abbreviation for the a priory probability πt,k and a posteriori
probability γt,f,k, respectively.

4. Initialization
The EM algorithm converges to a local optimum of the objec-
tive function and is thus susceptible to its initialization. Either
the model parameters (πt,k, Bf,k) or the posteriors (γt,f,k) can
be initialized. Note, however, that there is no closed-form up-
date equation for the parameter matrix Bf,k of the cACG, see
Eq. (6). Thus, an initialization with the posteriors additionally
requires an initial value for Bf,k. Here, the identity matrix is
chosen for the initialization of Bf,k. In the following, several
strategies for the initialization of the mixture model are investi-
gated.

4.1. Oracle initialization
For the oracle initialization, we follow [19] by initializing the
posteriors with the true speaker activities at,k, see Eq. (1), as

γ init
t,f,k =

at,k∑K+1
k=1 at,k

, (7)

The noise class is set to be always active, i.e. at,K+1 = 1.
Although this initialization uses oracle information, the

SMM could forget the initialization while iterating, which
makes this scheme different from the guided source separation
proposed in [19].

4.2. Draws from Dirichlet distribution
The most straightforward initialization of the posteriors is to
draw their values from the Dirichlet distribution as in [20]:

γinit
t,f,1, . . . , γ

init
t,f,K+1 ∼ Dirichlet(α) (8)

where the (K + 1)-dimensional parameter vector α of the
Dirichlet distribution is set to one for each class. Instead of
sampling the initialization values independently for each fre-
quency, another option is to tie them across the frequency axis,
i.e. to use the same set of drawn class posteriors for all fre-
quencies. This frequency-tied initialization can be interpreted
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as initializing the prior πt,k instead of the posterior. Since Bf,k

is initialized as the identity matrix, Eq. (4) simplifies and the
first E-step becomes:

πinit
t,1, . . . , π

init
t,K+1 ∼ Dirichlet(α) (9)

γ init
t,f,k = πinit

t,k ∀f. (10)

4.3. Proposed cACG clustering-based initialization
Using the same value for all elements of the parameter vector
α of the Dirichlet distribution leads to an initialization that as-
sumes that all speakers are active for roughly the same amount
of time.

However, one can do better. In a typical meeting, most
speakers are at least once the sole active speaker. For each
of these single-speaker regions, a single cACG is sufficient to
model the observations. We use this property to find the fol-
lowing clustering-based initialization. First, the meeting is split
into short segments. Then, the parameters of a cACG are es-
timated for each of these segments. If two segments, ℓ and l,
have the same active speaker, the estimated parameter matri-
ces Bf,ℓ,Bf,l of these segments will exhibit a low distance to
each other. To measure their distance, the correlation matrix
distance [21] is used:

d(Bf,ℓ,Bf,l) = 1− tr (Bf,ℓ,Bf,l)

∥Bf,ℓ∥Fro ∥Bf,l∥Fro
(11)

where ∥·∥Fro and tr(·) are the Frobenius norm and trace op-
erator, respectively. Using this distance metric, the pair-wise
distance matrix D with the entries Dℓ,l

Dℓ,l =
1

F

F∑

f=1

d(Bf,ℓ,Bf,l) (12)

is constructed. Based on this distance matrix, all similar seg-
ments are grouped together to obtain an initialization for the
K + 1 classes. This grouping is achieved by complete linkage
clustering [22], a variant of agglomerative hierarchical cluster-
ing (AHC). The clustering starts with each segment forming its
own cluster. Next, two clusters are merged if the maximum
distance between entries of the one and the other cluster is the
smallest compared to all other potential cluster merges. This
process is repeated until K + 1 clusters remain. We used the
complete linkage clustering because it keeps the cluster diame-
ter small, so that it is unlikely that it groups two speakers in one
cluster. We then initialize

πinit
t,k =

{
0.8 if segment ℓ of t belongs to k

0.2/K otherwise.
(13)

Fig. 1 illustrates an example for this initialization, where 30
consecutive frames are used to estimate Bf,ℓ.

5. Speaker activity detection
After the convergence of the EM algorithm, speaker activity is
detected through the learned class prior probabilities πt,k. This
process is divided into three steps: noise class identification,
class fusion, and speech segmentation. Note that this delivers
the diarization information of which speaker is active and when.

All three steps are done with thresholded dilation and/or
erosion operations. Both are well known techniques from image
processing that apply as follows to the 1-dimensional case of
speech signals: For a dilation, a sliding window is moved over

the signal with a shift of one, and the maximum value inside the
window is the new value for its center sample. In erosion, we
do the same, just with the minimum operation.

5.1. Noise identification

We observed that a class prior πt,k is close to zero when the
corresponding speaker is inactive, and the noise is active all
the time (See estimates in Fig. 1). We can estimate the active
time of a class by smoothing the class prior πt,k with a dilation
followed by an erosion and then discretizing with a threshold.
Thus, the noise class knoise is identified as the class that is the
most active:

π̄t,k = Erode(Dilate(πt,k, 101), 101) (14)

knoise = argmax
k

{∑

t

(π̄t,k > 0.2)
}

(15)

where 101 is the frame length of the sliding window.

5.2. Class fusing

Sometimes, an initialization leads the SMM to use two classes
for one speaker while another speaker is ignored. To mitigate
this error, the mixture classes that represent the same speaker
are fused. This fusion is again based on the prior πt,k which
is smoothed with dilation and erosion. If the Intersection-over-
Union ratio (IoU)

IoU(k, κ) =

∑
t (π̄t,k > 0.2) ∧ (π̄t,κ > 0.2)∑
t (π̄t,k > 0.2) ∨ (π̄t,κ > 0.2)

(16)

between two classes k and κ is larger than 0.8, they are fused,
i.e. their priors and posteriors are summed up.

5.3. Speech segmentation

Finally, we estimate the speech activities ât,k from πt,k, i.e.
smooth and discretize πt,k. Here, only the dilation is applied
to overestimate the activity instead of accidentally removing
speech regions at the beginning and end of each utterance. Ini-
tial and final silence is no issue for an Automatic Speech Recog-
nition (ASR) system and this further ensures that the segments
are long enough for the ASR system to operate on. To keep the
false alarms rate small, we had to select a larger value for the
threshold as was chosen for noise detection and speaker fusion:

ât,k = Dilate(πt,k, 79) ≥ 0.5. (17)

This estimate ât,k can be interpreted as a diarization based on
spatial information.

6. Extraction
The speech extraction is performed on segments, defined by
continuous activity in ât,k, where k is the target speaker. To
extract the target speech from one segment, a mask-based con-
volutional beamformer [7], factorized [23, 24] into a Weighted
Prediction Error (WPE) dereverberation [25] and a wMPDR
beamformer [7] component, is used. As the target mask for
a segment of speaker k, the posterior γt,f,k of this segment is
used. For the distortion mask, the remaining speakers, floored
by a small value max(

∑
κ ̸=kγt,f,κ, 10

−4) are used. Because
of space limitations, we skip the equations here. They can be
found in [23] and [24].
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Table 1: cpWER on LibriCSS segments for different initializations, fusions, and w/ and w/o WPE dereverberation as preprocessing.

Initialization Class fusion WPE Overlap ratio in % Average
intermediate final 0S 0L 10 20 30 40

(1) Dirichlet – – – 11.7 11.1 13.5 15.3 22.9 21.1 16.6
(2) Dirichlet (frequency-tied) – – – 13.6 12.2 14.4 17.5 23.2 22.5 17.9
(3) Dirichlet – ✓ ✓ 11.3 11.1 10.1 14.3 15.7 15.9 13.4

(4) Proposed (frequency-tied) – – – 5.5 6.4 6.8 9.6 11.4 15.7 9.7
(5) Proposed (frequency-tied) – – ✓ 5.2 4.7 5.6 8.2 10.6 15.4 8.8
(6) Proposed (frequency-tied) – ✓ ✓ 4.8 4.7 4.7 7.0 8.5 10.9 7.1
(7) Proposed (frequency-tied) ✓ ✓ ✓ 4.2 4.3 4.2 5.7 7.3 8.5 5.9

(8) Oracle (frequency-tied) – – – 3.9 4.0 4.2 5.3 6.5 6.1 5.1

Table 2: Literature comparison. [8, 9, 11] reported the asclite
WER (no diarization) and we calculated the average WER from
the individual ones. [12] reported cpWER with source counting.

System Overlap ratio in % Average
0S 0L 10 20 30 40

Chen et al. [8] 11.9 9.7 13.6 15.0 19.9 21.9 16.0
Raj et al. [12] 11.2 8.5 10.6 14.8 15.5 17.5 13.4
Chen et al. [9] 5.2 4.0 5.8 6.8 9.0 10.0 7.1
Wang et al. [11] 5.4 5.0 4.8 5.0 6.6 7.6 5.9
Proposed 4.2 4.3 4.2 5.7 7.3 8.5 5.9

7. Experiments
7.1. Dataset
For the experiments, we use the LibriCSS database [8] with a
sample rate of 16 kHz. This database is meant to simulate a real-
istic meeting scenario: Eight loudspeakers were placed in a con-
ference room and played back utterances from the LibriSpeech
corpus [16] with a variable amount of overlap between the
speakers. A seven-channel microphone array recorded the play-
back. To investigate different conversation styles, the database
has different setups: short silence (0S), long silence (0L) and
different overlaps between 10 % and 40 %. For each setup, 10
meetings with a duration of 10 minutes were created. After-
wards, the data was split at silence to obtain smaller segments
with an average length of 50 seconds containing 1 to 8 speakers.

7.2. Automatic Speech Recognition
We perform Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) with a pre-
trained LibriSpeech end-to-end speech recognizer [26] from the
ESPnet framework [27]. It uses a transformer architecture with
an RNN-based language model and achieves a WER of 2.6 %
on the clean test set of LibriSpeech. We did not adapt the model
to separation artifacts.

To assess the performance, we use the concatenated
minimum-permutation Word Error Rate (cpWER) [14], which
is computed as follows. All transcriptions from the same
speaker are concatenated for both the reference and the esti-
mation. Since the ordering of the references and estimates are
usually arbitrary, the lowest WER among the permutations be-
tween references and estimates is reported.

This is different from other works on LibriCSS [8, 9, 11].
Often, the separation systems produce two output streams with-
out diarization. In this case, it is not possible to obtain speaker-
wise transcriptions. So, alternatively, the transcriptions from the
same output stream are concatenated and the asclite tool [28],
which uses temporal information to align multiple reference ut-
terance transcriptions with the estimated stream transcriptions,

is used to compute a (speaker agnostic) WER.

7.3. Results
Table 1 shows our results on LibriCSS, where 100 EM itera-
tions are used and the STFT size and shift are 1024 and 256, re-
spectively. In row (1) the same initialization as in [20] is used.
Changing the initialization to frequency-tied (2), the average
performance gets worse.

Replacing the initialization with our proposed initialization
(4), we see a clear improvement and using WPE [29] as prepro-
cessing (5) further improves the cpWER. With added class fu-
sion (6) after the EM, the performance is improved, although it
discards some speakers. Finally, adding an intermediate speaker
fusion (7), where we start with K+3 classes (two more than in
(6)) and force a fusion after 10 and 20 EM iterations, i.e. fuse
the classes with the highest IoU (see Eq. (16)), yields an cp-
WER of 5.9 %. As an upper bound on the performance, we ini-
tialized the SMM with the annotated utterance boundaries (8),
see Sec. 4.1, and obtained a cpWER of 5.1 %.

Since this is a publically available dataset, we list a few
other publications in Table 2. We could not find other sepa-
ration systems without Neural Networks (NNs), hence we can
only compare with NNs. The best system that we found that es-
timates per-speaker transcriptions is [12]. In contrast to us, they
also did source counting. Most other publications [9, 11] build
on top of the CSS idea from [8], and hence only separate and
recognize speech, but are unable to re-identify speakers. We
see a clear improvement over [12], the LibriCSS baseline [8]
and followup system [9]. Our system is on par with the cur-
rently best reported system in [11], albeit with an unsupervised
separation approach.

8. Conclusion
We proposed an initialization scheme for a spatial mixture
model to cope with meeting separation, where a class density
of the SMM is learned on small segments and then clustered.
We showed, on LibriCSS, that this initialization is superior to
a conventional initialization. Using dereverberation and an also
proposed class fusion, the spatial mixture model is compara-
ble to the best reported WER on this data set, produced by an
NN-based meeting separation.
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